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QUESTION 1

Which of the following record modes delivered by a DataSource can you directly upload to an InfoCube? There are 3
correct answers. 

A. Reverse Image 

B. Before Image and After Image 

C. Delete Image 

D. Additive Image 

E. After Image 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

A MultiProvider has four InfoCubes as components. One InfoCube is a VirtualProvider and two of the others have
aggregates. The total execution time of the MultiProvider query is 29 sec when you expect 10 sec. What can account for
this scenario? There are 3 correct answers. 

A. The shadow aggregates are being used because of the roll up job. 

B. The query is running in a batch process. 

C. There are non-cumulative key figures in the InfoCubes. 

D. The query is configured for nonparallel processing. 

E. There are insufficient background processes at execution time. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer wants to model their SAP BW system according to the best practices. You propose using a layered
scalable architecture (LSA). Which of the following steps must you perform? (2) 

A. Model disjoint transaction and master data domains for application-specific reporting 

B. Implement the entire corporate information factory enterprise data warehouse architecture 

C. Define specific scenarios for data logistics shaped by the customer environment 

D. Determine which LSA layers are relevant based on the customer\\'s requirements and objectives 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

You design a Standard DSO with a semantic key consisting of controlling area and cost center number in the Key Part.
What should you do to prevent valid records from being written to the Error Stack during load? Select the correct
answer. 

A. Use a technical key for the Error Stack. 

B. Put all key figures in the Key Part of the Error Stack.. 

C. Create secondary indexes on the Error Stack. 

D. Create a wider semantic group for the Error Stack. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What pre-requisites must be fulfilled to use a generic DataSource for real time data acquisition (RDA)? There are 2
correct answers. 

A. A Generic Delta Service must be part of the definition. 

B. The delta field must be a selection criteria. 

C. The Delta Service must be marked for RDA. 

D. The delta field must be a numeric pointer. 

E. The DataSource must be based on a function module. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

You have added the fields "ZCOUNTRY" and "ZLOCALITY" to the DataSource, 0CUSTOMER_ATTR . Which of the
following is necessary to ensure that the new fields can be extracted from the source system into PSA of the
DataSource in SAP BW. Select the correct answer. 

A. All target InfoProviders must be active and connected. 

B. All target InfoProviders must have their table space increased. 

C. All fields of 0CUSTOMER_ATTR have been mapped. 

D. All active customer ABAP enhancements of 0CUSTOMER_ATTR are active 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which of the following are true about generic DataSources? There are 3 correct answers. 

A. They can NOT be enhanced with additional fields after creation. 

B. They are can be defined with delta capability. 

C. They are can be used with real-time data extraction. 

D. They are replicated by process chain. 

E. They can be defined with filter criteria. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

What must you create to use data transfer process (DTP) error handling? Choose the correct answer. 

A. A DTP with extraction mode FULL 

B. A DTP with extraction mode INITIAL 

C. A process chain using the DTP 

D. A DTP with the transfer method Persistent Staging Area (PSA) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following are true regarding BW Data Modeling? There are 3 correct answers. 

A. BW objects are created with reference to administrative needs. 

B. Reporting requirements are the necessary starting point. 

C. Different types of reporting end-users can be ignored. 

D. Reference to BW Business Content should be conducted during the development of the data model. 

E. Business Content does not need to be activated. 

F. Reporting requirements are the necessary starting point. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following initial tasks should you perform when designing an SAP BW data model? There are 2 correct
answers. 
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A. Evaluate the volume of data to be loaded. 

B. Derive the customer specific LSA. 

C. Analyze relationships between the characteristics and their attributes. 

D. Evaluate the format of data to be loaded. 

E. Evaluate the volume of data to be loaded. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

You are not able to delete a request from a DSO. What best describes the situation? Select the correct answer 

A. The request has been compressed. 

B. The request is contained in an Aggregate. 

C. The request is contained in a subsequent InfoProvider. 

D. The request must be deleted selectively. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements about aggregates is true? (2) 

A. Aggregates can only be created for Basic Cubes 

B. Aggregates are stored as a single transparent table, which houses the aggregated data 

C. Aggregates can be created on dimension characteristics and navigational attributes 

D. Several dimension characteristics used in an aggregate always have the same aggregation level 

E. Aggregates reduce the number of key figures 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13

What can you do to have two or more hierarchies with the same technical name? (2) 

A. Configure the hierarch as version-dependent 

B. Configure the hierarchy to have a time-dependent structure 

C. Configure the hierarchy with link nodes 
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D. Configure the hierarchy as time-dependent 

E. Configure the hierarch as version-dependent 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A HybridProvider based on a RDA DSO is duplicating data in the standard InfoCube. 

What could be the cause of this scenario? Select the correct answer. 

A. Disable all unnecessary aggregates. 

B. The associated process chain does not delete the DSO data. 

C. The associated process chain does not delete the InfoCube data. 

D. The Daemon schedule must be less frequent. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What are the differences between the Reporting and Operational Data Store (ODS) layers in LSA if both are reportable?
(2) 

A. They can use different InfoProvider types 

B. The ODS layer is typically used for archiving 

C. They differ in data refresh requirements 

D. They differ in the granularity of data 

E. They can use different InfoProvider types 

Correct Answer: D 
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